ACROSS

1. Offensive cleric razed spiritual association
6. Apartment renter scaling Ossa
10. Tweener rejected Dallas's intro
14. Glass vial or barrel
15. Plot deconstructed in magazine
16. Action show hit almost terminated
17. Record was broken in heart transplant
18. Egg creams? Feh! Massachusetts students need frappes
19. Terse orations marred Oscars ceremony
20. Big brother goes into ecology, showing regret afterwards
21. Psychic aptitude distinguishes prized stones
24. Old man's alibi was skewed: he drew asters?
28. Astronauts never ignore nude headless astronauts
30. Aborted designs or strategies are mainly impractical
32. Solid bromine unbelievably weird
33. I'm mad, noting error, bitching
35. Magician's acolyte infiltrates headquarters
37. Rum is turning gray, spirit defying odds
39. If Roger drinks, make age certification
40. Applicant set up specifications, remodeling armored red trucks
42. After panicking, trainee sensed advantage
44. Ape desisting attack gets Oreo cookies as reward
47. Placing miniature catfish into tank
50. Good American pancakes are not especially palatable
51. Oddball, holding no evidence, fears tribunal
52. Algerian director okayed method tricks
53. Hot flashes addled tsars
54. Ether zealots seem incorrigible
55. Commuter trekked, receiving escort
56. Essentially, clamor lacked sync
57. Esoteric ramen platter attracts assessment

DOWN

1. Affluent elf sees deranged psychologist
2. Slide pin case around
3. Kamp Krusty orator has five aged informers
4. Opinions saturating antiwar issue
5. As alternates revolved, leaders stayed
6. Spherical media drives will alleviate ostracism
7. Team incorporates "ogre pride"
8. School mandate presumes to eliminate teen pregnancy
9. Isolate active dens and vainly try finding lover
10. Two sharks, ravenous, scared skates
11. Tea time started the beverage trends
12. Eagle flew perilously westward
13. An oenophile treasures efficacy
14. Ether zealots seem incorrigible
15. Opinions saturating antiwar issue
16. As alternates revolved, leaders stayed
17. Spherical media drives will alleviate ostracism
18. Team incorporates "ogre pride"
19. School mandate presumes to eliminate teen pregnancy
20. Isolate active dens and vainly try finding lover
21. Two sharks, ravenous, scared skates
22. Openly deifying Erato, usurer lent
23. Driving out xerox trader
24. Taboo aberration motivates adoring devotion
25. Art gallery invades agricultural network
26. Esther emotes, reads Beckett
27. Island hopper turned sporadically
28. Neil Amber speaks German, French, not Croatian, Assyrian
29. Starting salaries are pathetic
30. Can we travel? No, as you slipped
31. Actors take cruel cast evaluations seriously, bleating
32. Rumbling approaching stadium rankled Oklahoma team
33. Offering truce, men add idiocy bylaws
34. Spider's web trapped helpless ass
35. UFO's ultimate goal is escaping
36. Advertising campaign or insidious assassination?
37. Operas contain old sopranos
38. Deconstructed image divides professionals
39. Astronomical map illustrates path
40. Oiled joints strain raucously
41. Initially, nerds develop stigma